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Abstract

The correlation between two Boolean functions of n inputs is de�ned as the number
of times the functions agree minus the number of times they disagree� all divided by �n�
In this paper� we compute� in closed form� the correlation between any two symmetric

Boolean functions� As a consequence of our main result� we get that every symmetric
Boolean function having an odd period has an exponentially small correlation �in n�
with the parity function� This improves a result of Smolensky �	�
 restricted to sym�
metric Boolean functions� the correlation between parity and any circuit consisting of
a Modq gate over AND�gates of small fan�in� where q is odd and the function computed
by the sum of the AND�gates is symmetric� is bounded by ����n��
In addition� we �nd that for a large class of symmetric functions the correlation with

parity is identically zero for in�nitely many n� We characterize exactly those symmetric
Boolean functions having this property�

� Introduction

AC��� circuits cannot compute the parity function as shown in the seminal work of Furst�
Saxe� and Sipser ��� and Ajtai ���	 In a breakthrough result� Yao ��
� showed that in fact
AC��� type circuits �i	e	� bounded�depth circuits containing AND� OR and NOT gates
must have exponential size to compute parity	 A simpler proof and nearly optimal lower
bounds were obtained by H�astad ���	 As originally pointed out in ���� these bounds imply the
existence of an oracle separating PH from PSPACE	 In order to prove the separation relative
to a random oracle� Cai �
� showed that AC��� type circuits below a certain exponential size
cannot even approximate parity� in that the error approaches ��� asymptotically	 Babai
��� subsequently gave an elegant and much simpler proof	 More speci�cally� it is shown
that AC��� type circuits� below a certain exponential size� can agree with parity no more
than a fraction ���� f�n of the �n inputs� where f�n � ��n���� 	 �This was implicit in �
�
and H�astad and Boppana� as reported in ���� have the best constant involved	 One of the
interesting consequences of this sharp result is that circuits consisting of a single majority
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gate over AC����type circuits cannot compute parity� unless the circuits are of exponential
size ���	

If we allow� for example� Mod� gates in addition in the AC��� subcircuits� it was shown
by Smolensky ����� extending techniques of Razbarov ����� that the fraction of agreement
between parity and bounded�depth circuits containing AND� OR� NOT and Mod� gates�
below a certain exponential size� is no more than ��� � f�n� where f�n � ��n����o���	
Thus� the bound for f�n is weaker for this type of circuit	 It is therefore natural to ask

if the ��n����o��� bound can be tightened� as in the AC��� case� to ��n
����

	 To reduce the
problem to its simplest form� consider a circuit consisting of a Mod� gate over AND gates of
small fan�in	 Even in this case it is not known if the agreement with parity is exponentially
close to ���	 �This is also su�cient� since the Razborov approximation is exponentially
close	 However� it is not clear whether Smolensky�s techniques can be used to improve the
known bound below O���

p
n	

The sum of the inputs going into a Modq gate can be interpreted as a polynomial in
the input variables	 Thus the problem can be stated more precisely as follows� For any
natural number q de�ne the Boolean function Mq � N � f�� �g such that Mq�k � �
if k �� � �mod q and � otherwise	 For a polynomial p � f�� �gn � N� how well can
Mq�p�x�� � � � � xn approximate parity�

In this paper� we consider a restricted version of this problem� in which we assume the
polynomials p are symmetric	 Thus the question we address is� for a symmetric polynomial
p � f�� �gn � N of low degree� how well can Mq�p�x�� � � � � xn approximate parity�

In a recent paper� which was in part an inspiration for this one� Barrington� Beigel� and
Rudich ��� also considered the computational power of symmetric polynomials which repre�
sent Boolean functions in this way	 They give a surprising upper bound �and a matching
lower bound for the degree of a symmetric polynomial p such thatMq�p�x�� � � � � xn com�
putes the OR function	 Their results suggest the very interesting possibility that in general
Modq gates might be more powerful when q is composite than when q is prime	 In addition�
for a general polynomial p �not necessarily symmetric� they prove the �rst lower bounds
on the degree of p for Mq�p to compute the Mq� function when q and q� are composite
and there is a prime divisor of q� that is not a divisor of q	 Our problem is di�erent	 We
wish to estimate the error rather than �nding exact agreement	 For the latter reason� we
do not consider the OR function� since a constant polynomial would give almost complete
agreement	

As a measure of how well one Boolean function can approximate another we use the
notion of correlation	 Let g�� g� � f�� �gn � f�� �g be two Boolean functions over the
inputs fx�� � � � � xng where xi � f�� �g	 The correlation Cn�g�� g� between g� and g� is
the di�erence between the number of times g� and g� agree and the number of times they
disagree� divided by �n	 Since g�� g� take on values in f�� �g� this can be written as�

Cn�g�� g� � ��n
X

fx������xng�f���gn
���g��x������xn��g��x������xn��

In these terms� the result of Cai and H�astad says that if g is the Boolean function
computed by an AC��� circuit� and � denotes the parity function� then Cn�g�� � ��n

����
	

Smolensky�s result says that if q is an odd prime and if p denotes any polynomial of low
degree �e	g	� polylog�n� then Cn�Mq�p�� � ��n����o���	
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Our main result is that if p is any low�degree symmetric polynomial� the correlation
is indeed exponentially small	 That is� if q is odd� and p is symmetric and of low degree
�e	g	� polylog�n or even no���� then Cn�Mq�p�� � ����n� �see Corollary �	
	 This
is actually a corollary of a general result� which gives a closed form expression for the
correlation between any two symmetric Boolean functions	 This result is given in Section �
�see Theorem �	�	 In Section 
� we show that for a wide class of symmetric polynomials
the correlation with parity is exactly � for in�nitely many values of n	 Our techniques
allow a detailed analysis of the correlation� so that we can characterize exactly all those
symmetric Boolean functions having this property �Theorem 
	�	 We demonstrate� for
elementary symmetric polynomials� how the zeroes in the correlation as a function of n can
be computed when this property holds	

� Preliminaries

A function g � f�� �gn � N over Boolean variables fx�� � � � � xng is symmetric� if the function
value of g remains unchanged for any permutation of the input variables	 As a consequence�
any symmetric function depends only on the sum of its inputs	 Hence� we can write it as
g�x�� � � � � xn � f�

Pn
j	� xj for some function f � Z� Z which we say represents g	 If g is

a Boolean function� i	e	� g � f�� �gn � f�� �g� then we also require f to map to f�� �g	
The elementary symmetric polynomial ed�x�� � � � � xn or ed�x of degree d over Boolean

variables fx�� � � � � xng is the sum of all monomials of the form
Q

j�S xi where S � f�� � � � � ng
and jjSjj � d	 It is clear that if the number of variables that are � is k� then ed�x �

�k
d

�
	

Any symmetric Boolean function of degree d can be written as a linear combination of the
elementary symmetric polynomials of degree 	 d	

Let D � N� D � �	 We say f � Z � Z is periodic with period D if f�k � D � f�k�
for any k � Z	 Unless otherwise noted� when we refer to the period of a function� we mean
the smallest period	 Of course any multiple of the period D is also a period� and it is not
hard to see that any period must be a multiple of the smallest one	 We say the symmetric
Boolean function g � f�� �gn � f�� �g is periodic with period D if D 	 n and there is a
function f that represents g such that f is periodic with period D	 �Note that in fact such
a function f � if it exists� is uniquely determined	

For example� de�ne Mq � Z� f�� �g as

Mq�k �

�
�� if k �� � �mod q
�� otherwise	

In ��� it is noted that if p is a polynomial of degree d and the number of distinct prime
factors of q is r� then the period of Mq�p�x�� � � � � xn is D � ��dr	

While a symmetric� periodic Boolean function g � f�� �gn � f�� �g has a �nite domain�
the function f representing g is de�ned on Z	 Therefore� when we consider n as variable
in later sections� we are referring to f instead of g	 Note that in turn� f de�nes a sequence
of symmetric Boolean functions gm � f�� �gm � f�� �g� for each m � N	 Regarding the
correlation� we will also write Cn�f� g

� for Cn�g� g
�� where g� is another Boolean function	
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� General Symmetric Functions

Let q�� q� � N and p� and p� be symmetric polynomials	 We derive in this section a formula
for Cn�Mq��p��Mq��p�	 In fact� we don�t need any special properties of these functions	
Our proof depends only on the periodicity of Mq��p� and Mq��p�� and therefore� we
consider the correlation between any two symmetric Boolean functions in terms of their
periods	

Theorem ���� Let g�� g� � f�� �gn � f�� �g be symmetric Boolean functions represented
by f� and f�� respectively� and let D be a period of f� � f�	 Let � denote the Dth root of
unity e��i�D and �j � � � ��j 	 Then

Cn�g�� g� �
�

�nD

D��X
k	�

���f��k��f��k�
D��X
j	�

�kj�nj �

Proof� Since g� and g� are symmetric� the correlation between g� and g� becomes

Cn�g�� g� � ��n
nX

k	�

���f��k��f��k�
�
n

k

�
�

Since D is a period of f��f�� we can partition this sum intoD sums� one for each remainder
modulo D� as follows	 For k � �� � � � � D� � let

rk�n �
X

j � k �mod D�

�
n

j

�
�

Then we have

Cn�g�� g� � ��n
D��X
k	�

���f��k��f��k�rk�n�

The proof is completed by the following lemma� showing that each rk can be written as
claimed in the theorem	 �

Lemma ���� rk�n �
�
D

D��P
j	�

�kj�nj � for k � �� � � � � D� �	

Proof� Using the recurrence relation for the binomial coe�cients� we have

rk�n �
X

j � k �mod D�

��
n� �

j

�
�

�
n� �

j � �

��
� rk�n� � � rk���n� �

for all k � f�� � � � � D� �g� where index k� � is taken modulo D	 Let us de�ne vector r�n
as

r�n �

	
BBBBBBB


r��n
r��n







rD���n

�
CCCCCCCA
�






By the above recurrence relation� we can compute r�n by multiplying r�n� � with some
appropriately de�ned matrix M�

r�n � Mr�n� ��

where M is the D �D matrix

M �

	
BBBBBBBBBBB


� � � � 
 
 
 � �
� � � � 
 
 
 � �
� � � � 
 
 
 � �
� � � � 
 
 
 � �

 


 


 

� � � � 
 
 
 � �

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA
�

Hence� we get r�n � Mnr��� where the components of r�� are r��� � � and rk�� � �
for k � �� � � � � D� �	 It remains to compute the n�th power of the matrixM	 The simplest
way to do this is to diagonalize M	 The eigenvalues of M are the �j � for j � �� � � � � D� ��
and an eigenvector corresponding to �j is

� � ��j ���j 
 
 
 ���D���j T �

Since the eigenvectors are linearly independent� we actually can diagonalize M	 The
diagonalizing matrix V is de�ned as having the D eigenvectors as its columns� �Vk�j �
��kj � which is a Vandermonde matrix	 The diagonal matrix � has the eigenvalues as its
diagonal entries� the j�th diagonal entry of � being the eigenvalue for the eigenvector in
the j�th column of V� �j 	

It is easy to verify that �p
D
V is unitary �i	e	� VV� � V�V � D I� where V� denotes

the Hermitian conjugate of V and I is the identity matrix using the fact that

D��X
j	�

�kj �

�
D� if k � ��
�� otherwise	

Hence M � �
DV

�
�V� and Mn � �

DV
�
�

nV	 Therefore� we get

r�n �
�

D
V�
�

nVr�� �
�

D
V�
�

nV

	
BBBBBBB


�
�






�

�
CCCCCCCA

�
�

D
V�
�

n

	
BBBBBBB


�
�






�

�
CCCCCCCA

�
�

D
V�

	
BBBBBBBBB


�n�
�n�
�n�







�nD��

�
CCCCCCCCCA
�

From the de�nition of V� the lemma now follows immediately	 �

The sum in Theorem �	� can also be written as

Cn�g�� g� �
�

�nD

D��X
j	�

sj�
n
j �

�



where

sj �
D��X
k	�

���f��k��f��k��kj �

Observe that the largest eigenvalue is �� � �� and that all other eigenvalues are smaller	 In
fact� when D � �� the second largest eigenvalue �� has norm j� � �j � � cos���D	 Thus�
while the largest term in the above sum �when j � � is constant s��D �i	e	� independent

of n� if D is constant� the second largest term �when j � � has norm js�j
D cos���Dn which

is exponentially small compared with the �rst term �if D is a constant or a slowly growing
function in n	 Using �� x��� as an upper bound for cosx� we get

Corollary ���� Let g�� g� � f�� �gn � f�� �g be symmetric Boolean functions repre�
sented by f� and f�� respectively� and let D � � be a period of f� � f�	 Let s� �PD��

k	� ���f��k��f��k�	 Then

jCn�g�� g�� s�
D
j � O�cos���Dn � O

�
��� �

�
�
�

D
�n


� ����n��

We can now easily prove the main corollary of this section� which states that the fraction
of the time that any symmetric function with a small odd period can agree with parity is
exponentially close to ���	

Corollary ���� Let g � f�� �gn � f�� �g be a symmetric Boolean function with odd pe�
riod D	 Let � denote the parity function	 Then

jCn�g�� j � ����n��

Proof� Let f represent g	 Observe that M� represents �	 Since D is odd� the period of
f � M� is �D	 Furthermore� we have ���f�k��M��k� � ���f�k��k � ����f�k�D��k�D�
and hence

s� �
�D��X
k	�

���f�k��k � ��

Now� the claim follows from Corollary �	�	 �

Let us consider a sequence of symmetric functions gn � f�� �gn � f�� �g having di�erent
�odd periods D�n	 It follows from Corollary �	
 that Cn�gn�� is exponentially small in
n as long as D�n � O�n������ for some � � �	

If we choose gn � Mq�pn� for odd q and some symmetric polynomial pn of de�
gree d�n� then the period of gn is odd �see Theorem 
	� below and is bounded by

O�d�nlogq	 Therefore� when the degree d�n is bounded by O�n
�

� log q��� for some � � ��
then jCn�Mq�pn��j � ����n�	

� Zeroes in the Correlation With Parity

In the previous section� we have seen that the correlation of parity with any symmetric
function of small� odd period must be exponentially small	 Remarkably� we �nd that for
many symmetric functions the correlation is identically zero for in�nitely many n� spaced

�



at regular intervals if the period is constant	 When a function has this property� we can
compute the zeroes �i	e	� those values of n for which the correlation is zero	 In this section�
we �rst characterize which symmetric functions have this property	 Then we turn our
attention to a special class of functions �the elementary symmetric polynomials modulo an
odd number to illustrate how to compute the zeroes	

It is easy to see that the correlation of a constant function with parity is zero for all n	
For any non�constant symmetric function� the following theorem characterizes almost all n
for which the correlation with parity is zero	

Theorem ���� Let f � Z � f�� �g be a non�constant function with odd period D	 There
exists an integer n�� such that for any n � n�� the following conditions are equivalent	

�a Cn�f�� � ��

�b f�k � n� �� f�n� k �mod �� for k � �� � � � � D� �	

Proof� Let � denote the �Dth root of unity e�i�D and �j � ����j 	 Then� by Theorem �	��

�nCn�f�� �
�

�D

�D��X
j	�

�D��X
k	�

���f�k��k �kj�nj

�
�

D

D��X
j	�

Re

�
�D��X
k	�

���f�k��k �kj�nj
�
�

where the second equality holds because ��D�j � �
j
and ��D�j � �j � so that the second

half of the j�sum �D 	 j 	 �D� � is the complex conjugate of the �rst half	 Let us de�ne

sj �
�D��X
k	�

���f�k��k �kj �

tj�n � Re�sj�
n
j �

for j � �� � � � � �D� �	 Then we have

�nCn�f�� �
�

D

D��X
j	�

tj�n�

Note that if j is even� we have that sj � �� and hence tj�n � �	 This holds because
��k�D�j � �kj for even j� and ���k�D � ����k	 Note also that for any � 	 j 	 D � ��
we have tj�n � t�D�j�n and that tD�n � � since �D � �	

The proof is completed by the following three lemmas	 �

When Cn�f�� � �� there are potentially two reasons for this� either all the tj�n are
zero or several nonzero tj�n cancel each other	 Our �rst lemma states that the latter
cannot happen for large enough n	

�In fact� n� depends only on D� and not on f 


�



Lemma ���� There exists an integer n� such that for any n � n��

Cn�f�� � � � tj�n � �� for all � 	 j 	 �D� ��

Proof� Since tj�n � t�D�j�n� it su�ces to argue for � 	 j 	 D��	 Suppose Cn�f�� � �	
We can express tj�n as

�

tj�n � jsj j j� cos� �j
�D

jn cos�arg�sj� �nj

�D
� ��

Clearly� we have jtj�nj 	 jsj j j� cos� �j�Djn	 On the other hand� since the cosine is
periodic in n� for any j there exists a constant cj � � �i	e	� cj does not depend on n such
that

tj�n �� � � jtj�nj � cj j� cos� �j
�D

jn�

Hence� each jtj�nj is either zero or in a constant range of j� cos� �j�D jn	 �Note that sj
doesn�t depend on n	

Because j� cos� �j�Djn dominates j� cos���j����D jn for large n and j 	 D� any tj�n �� �
dominates all the tj��n for j 	 j� 	 D	 Thus� if j� is the least j such that tj�n �� �� then
the subsequent terms cannot cancel tj��n� and hence� Cn�f�� �� �	 Therefore� tj�n � �
for all � 	 j 	 D � �	 �

Using equation ��� we can characterize when a tj�n is zero in terms of the sj 	 Since
j� cos� �j�Djn �and hence tj�n is zero for j � D� we have to exclude the case j � D in the
next lemma	

Lemma ���� Let � 	 j 	 �D � �� j �� D	 Then tj�n � � � sj � ��njsj 	

Proof� If sj � �� then the lemma is trivial	 Otherwise� for any j �� D�

tj�n � � � cos�arg�sj� �nj

�D
 � �

� � l arg�sj� �nj

�D
�

�

�
� l�

� � l e�i arg�sj� � e�i �
�nj

�D ��
��l��

� jsj j ei arg�sj� � �jsj j e�iarg�sj�e
�i
D
nj

� sj � ��njsj �

�

Lemma ���� The following conditions are equivalent	

�i sj � ��njsj � for j � �� � � � � �D� �� j �� D�

�ii f�k � n� �� f�n� k �mod �� for k � �� � � � � D� �	

�Any complex number z �� � can uniquely be written as z � jzj�cos��i sin �� � jzjei�� where � � � � ��

� is called the argument of z� � � arg z
 Hence Re�z� � jzj cos arg�z�


�



Proof� Since ���f�k��k ��kj has period �D� we have

��njsj � ��nj
�D��X
k	�

���f�k��k ��kj

� ��nj
n��D��X

k	n

���f�k��k ��kj

� ���n��
n��D��X

k	n

���f�k��n�k ��n�k�j

�
�D��X
k�	�

���n���f�n�k���k� �k�j �

where the last equality was obtained by changing the summation variable to k� � n � k	
Now� if condition �ii is true� then it is clear that

sj �
�D��X
k	�

���n���f�n�k��k �kj �

which yields condition �i	 �Note that condition �ii is equivalent with f�k � n���f�n�k
�mod �� for all k	

Conversely� if condition �i is true then� for any � 	 j 	 �D � �� j �� D�

�D��X
k	�

���f�k��k �kj �
�D��X
k	�

���n���f�n�k��k �kj � ��

Note that these sums are the Fourier transforms of the functions ���k�f�k� and
���k�n���f�n�k�� respectively	 Therefore� if equation �� held for all j� i	e	� including
j � D� then we could immediately conclude that the functions are equal	 But it is not
obvious that equation �� holds for j � D when n is even	 Nevertheless� we can perform
an inverse Fourier transform by using the relation

�D��X
j	��j �	D

��k�k
��j �

�
�D � � if k � k�

���k�k��� otherwise	

Now multiply the left and right hand sides of equation �� by ��k�j and sum over j from �
to �D � �� excluding j � D	 This yields� for any � 	 k� 	 D � ��

�D���f�k�� �
�D��X
k	�

���f�k� � �D���n���f�n�k�� �
�D��X
k	�

���n���f�n�k��

Note that the last sum in this equation is equal to ���n��P�D��
k	� ���f�k�	 Hence� we get

���f�k�� � ���n���f�n�k�� � �

�D
�� � ���n

�D��X
k	�

���f�k�� ��

�



To show condition �ii� it su�ces to prove that the second term of the right hand side of
equation �� is �	 This is certainly true when n is odd	 Let n be even	 Then equation ��
becomes

���f�k�� � ���f�n�k�� � �

D

�D��X
k	�

���f�k��

Observe that the right hand side is independent of k�� and hence both sides are	 The left
hand side can be �� or �	 If it is ��� then f is constant� which contradicts the hypothesis
of the theorem	 Hence� the left hand side is � and we conclude that

P�D��
k	� ���f�k� � ��

Thus� the second term of the right hand side of equation �� is indeed zero� and condition
�ii follows	 �Observe that sD �

P�D��
k	� ���f�k��k�kD �

P�D��
k	� ���f�k� � �	 Hence�

condition �i implies that in fact sj � ��njsj � for all � 	 j 	 �D � �	 �

Observe that in both conditions �i and �ii in the last lemma� we can equivalently
replace n by m� where m �� 	 m 	 �D is the residue of n modulo �D	 Likewise� we can
make this replacement in Theorem 
	��b	 Therefore� to determine whether Cn�f�� is
zero for in�nitely many n� it is only necessary to �nd an m such that � 	 m 	 �D� � and

f�k � m� � � f�m� k �mod �� for k � �� � � � � D� �� �


Corollary ���� Let f � Z� f�� �g be a non�constant function with odd period D	 There
is an m � f�� � � � � �D � �g such that equation �
 holds i� Cn�f�� � � for all �large
enough n such that n �m �mod �D	

Next� we show that if there exists an m for which equation �
 holds� then it is unique	
Thus� in fact� all zeros in the correlation of f with parity are at the points nl � m� �l D�
for a �xed m� from a certain size of l on	 Note that there may be additional zeroes for
small values of n	

Proposition ���� Let f � Z� f�� �g be a function with odd period D	 Then equation �

holds for at most one m � f�� � � � � �D� �g	

Proof� Suppose there are m�� m�� where � 	 m� 	 m� 	 �D� such that f�k � mj � � �
f�mj�k �mod �� for all k and j � �� �	 It follows that f�m��k � m��m��f�m��k
�mod �� for all k	 Let k� � m� � k	 Then

f�k� � m� �m� � f�k� �m� �m� �mod �

for any k�	
Next� we argue that m��m� must be even	 Suppose m��m� is odd	 Then f�k� � ��

f�k��m��m� �mod � for all k�	 Hence� applying this a second time with the argument
k��m��m� instead of k�� we get f�k� � ���� f�k����m��m� � f�k����m��m�
�mod �� and therefore f�k� � f�k� � ��m� � m� for any k� � �	 By our assumption
��m��m� � �� and hence it is a period of f 	 Recall that any period of f must be a multiple
of the smallest period D	 Since D is odd� m��m� must be a multiple of D	 Furthermore�
since m� � m� 	 �D� it follows that m� � m� � D	 But then f�k� � � � f�k� � D
�mod �� which contradicts the fact that D is the period of f 	

��



Since m� � m� is even� we have f�k� � f�k� � m� � m� for any k� � �	 Suppose
m��m� � �	 Then it is a period of f and therefore a multiple ofD	 Since D is odd�m��m�

is also a nonzero multiple of �D	 But this contradicts the fact that � 	 m� � m� 	 �D	
We conclude that m� � m�	 �

We now compute the zeroes in the correlation between parity and any elementary
symmetric polynomial modulo an odd number q	 When q is prime it is easy to see� by
Lucas� theorem �see ����� that the period of

�k
d

�
mod q is qb �in k� where b is the smallest

integer such that d 	 qb	 The formula for the period of the binomial coe�cients modulo q

when q is composite is more complicated and is given in the following theorem proved by
S	 Zabek ����	

Theorem ��	� 
��� Let q � pa�� 
 
 
parr � where the pj �s are the prime factors of q� d � ��

and bj � blogpj�dc	 Then the period of
�k
d

�
mod q is

Qr
j	� p

aj�bj
j 	

It su�ces to note here that when q is odd the period is a product of its prime factors
and is therefore odd	 Note also that the period of

�k
d

�
mod q is a multiple of the period of

Mq�ed� and hence� this period is odd too	
It follows from Corollary �	
 that for any d� Mq�ed�x has exponentially small correla�

tion with parity	 Furthermore� we have

Theorem ���� Let q be odd and D be the period of Mq�ed�x	 Then� for su�ciently
large n� Cn�Mq�ed� � � � i� n � lD � d � �� where l is any integer such that l � d

�mod �	

Proof� In order to apply Theorem 
	�� we need to derive an appropriate symmetry
property of the binomial coe�cients	 We use the following basic identity which holds for
any integer k	 �

k

d

�
�

�
d� �� k

d

�
���d�

and therefore

Mq�

�
k

d

�
 � Mq�

�
d� �� k

d

�
�

De�ne m to be d� �� if d is even and D� d� �� if d is odd� so that m is odd	 �Recall that
D is odd	 Then we have for any integer k

Mq�

�
k

d

�
 � m� � �Mq�

�
m� k

d

�
 �mod ��

Now� the claim follows from Theorem 
	� and Proposition 
	�	 �

� Conclusions and Open Problems

We have investigated the correlation between two symmetric Boolean functions	 Our tech�
nique is to use exponential sums to estimate this important quantity	 For the class of

��



symmetric functions� we are able to obtain closed form solutions for the sum	 The more
interesting result would be to give a similar estimate for any low degree polynomials mo�
dulo an odd integer against the parity function� say	 The use of exponential sums points
to the possibility of applying more sophisticated techniques	 There is a strong connection
between our sum and the �generalized Gauss sum or Kloosterman sum �see� e	g	� ��� which
we brie y illustrate below	

Consider a polynomial f�x�� � � � � xn with integer coe�cients and degree d on n boolean
variables	 We consider the correlation between� e	g	� this polynomial modulo � and the
parity function �	 Let 
 be the third root of unity e��i��	 Then

Cn�f�� � ��n��
X

fx������xng�f���gn


f�x������xn� � 
�f�x������xn� � �

�
���

Pn

j��
xj

�
�

�n���
Re

X
fx������xng�f���gn


f�x������xn����
Pn

j��
xj �

If we let � be a nontrivial character modulo �� by rearranging ��� � for �� �� we have

Cn�f�� �
�

�n���
Re

X
fx������xng�Fn

�


f�x������xn���x� 
 
 
��xn�

which is precisely the real part of a generalized Gauss sum	
A lot of work has been done in order to estimate sums of this type� especially those

results connected with the theorems and conjectures of Weil and Deligne �see �������� for
more information	 The sums encountered there are usually of the type where one has a
�xed number of variables� and considers the sum as the base �eld is successively extended
to degree n	 In contrast� we have the situation where the number of the variables n is
growing but the �eld is �xed	 It would be nice to be able to apply some of their techniques
here	 At the same time a solution to our problem without their machinery would also be
of independent interest to number theory	
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